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Members present:  Michael Hureau, Chairman, Bob Gilbert, Doug Cowie, Ken Christiansen, Andrew 

Artimovich, Bruce Stevens - Alternate 

 

Chairman Hureau opened the meeting at 7:00 pm 

   

Public Hearings 

  

7:00 pm:  Variance request:  William Dale – tax map 217.071 

 

Hureau read the list of abutters, legal notice and the definition of a variance, and explained the ZBA procedures 

to those present. 

 

Dale said he is requesting a variance from Article 300.002.007.006  A.2, to allow the installation of an in-

ground pool to be within the 20 foot set-back.  He said he has a challenging lot, that the property drops off in 

the back, saying there are a number of characteristics that force them to place the pool and appurtenances within 

5 feet of the property line.  He provided photos of the lot and where he would like to put the pool.   Stevens said 

there is a septic reserve on every lot, and wants to be sure that this pool does not encroach within that area.  

Dale said he will have to replace his septic system at some point, as it has exceeded its life expectancy; the pool 

would be 15’ by 30’.  Gilbert asked how far into the setback he would encroach, and Dale said maybe as close 

as 5 feet, and that does not include any fence, which can go up to the property line.  Stevens said that the town 

has setbacks for a reason, to give some separation, and said any exception or variance runs with the property. 

He said problems could come in with new owners, for example, and there could be loud parties, that would be 

disconcerting to the neighbors, so the town tries to mitigate those issues by having separation.  Dale said that 

makes sense, and he went on to say that with regards to the density, the next door neighbor’s home will be off 

set to the pool, with the pool being behind, and this helps.   Stevens said the pool is for recreation use, and has 

some repercussions in the neighborhood.  Stevens clarified that a driveway has its own set of ordinances.  He 

said that the Planning Board over the years has been pro property rights, to let people do as much as possible 

with their land, saying there needs to be some reasonable control, such as setbacks.  He said when this property 

was subdivided, that applicant drew the lot sizes and Dale bought this lot, saying the Town is not forcing any 

encumbrances on him.  Dale said that variances are there because everything is not a rubber stamp, there are 

different scenarios.  He said that the spirit of the law put in place is to encourage the conservation of the land, 

and if he was forced to push back to cutting trees in back and leveling would put him closer to the conservation 

land.   

 

Artimovich said they would need exact measurements as to the location, and how far into the setback this would 

encroach.  Stevens asked that they not make any decision until the town planner has had a chance to review this 

and verify that this will not encroach on the septic reserve area.   

 

Abutter Phil Allison was present and provided aerial photos of his home and the Dale property.  The photos also 

showed the area where the pool would go, and he has concerns about the fact that there is already small spacing 

between their homes and this will make it look smaller, reduce the visual appeal, and could have an adverse 

effect on the resale value of his home.  He is also concerned with the potential blocking or directing of water 

run-off and drainage toward the back of his property after construction. Allison asked if they had explored other 

options and said there is land and other parts of the property that Dale can perhaps put this by removing some 

trees in the back and add fill and even a retaining wall to support a pool, or change the shape or size of the pool.  

Allison asked that the ZBA enforce the rules that are in place and maintain the 20-foot setback.   
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Stevens asked St. Hilaire to have town planner look this over, and verify the location of the septic reserve area.  

He also recommends that Dale have an engineered plan that shows house, septic and well locations as well as 

the building setbacks and septic reserve area.  Dale agreed to do this.  Cowie recommends a site walk by the 

ZBA, and it would be helpful to have stakes in the ground, etc to show where this would go, etc.  Dale said he 

did have his boundaries surveyed.   

 

Motion made by Cowie, 2nd by Christiansen to continue this hearing to April 10 at 6:00 pm, and meet at the 

Dale property for a site visit, then continue at the town office. Dale will at that time have an engineered plan 

showing all the boundaries, the septic reserve and setback, and exactly where the pool will be and any drainage 

that may be pertinent.  All were in favor.  Dale thanked the Board for their time this evening. 

 

Motion made by Christiansen, 2nd by Hureau to give Stevens voting rights:  all were in favor.  

 

Public Hearing:  Variance request -MTi Polyexe, Inc.-tax map 205.006 

 

Hureau read the legal notice and the list of abutters notified.  There were no abutters present. 

 

Gary Garfield and Michael Bruss spoke on behalf of the applicant this evening.  Bruss said they are requesting a 

variance from Article 400.001, to allow a proposed building to exceed the 35-foot maximum height allowance, 

to be 42 feet high.  He said there is an existing tower at the site that is more than 62 feet high.  The addition will 

be fully sprinklered and will have access around its perimeter.  All life safety codes and precautions will be 

satisfied. They have been meeting with the Planning Board’s fire protection consultant, SFC Engineering. 

 

The height of the building had been determined by the dimensions of a substantial piece of manufacturing 

equipment to be installed, that will meet the needs for safe access for maintenance and operation.  There will be 

no office space above the 35 foot height.   

 

Having no further discussion Hureau closed public discussion. 

 

Cowie, Gilbert, Stevens, Christiansen and Artimovich voted unanimously in favor of granting the variance 

request, subject to Planning Board approval.  Hureau signed the Notice of Decision granting the variance, and a 

copy was given to both Garfield and Bruss.  Both thanked the Board for their time this evening. 

 

Board Business 

 

 

Motion made by Gilbert, 2nd by Artimovich to appoint Hureau as chairman:  all were in favor. 

 

Motion made by Cowie, 2nd by Christiansen to approve the November 14, 2016 minutes:  all were in favor. 

 

Made by Cowie, 2nd by Artimovich to adjourn at 8:20 pm:  all were in favor. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Kathy St. Hilaire 


